Float washing in ethanol/water to release embedded glass and debris from the surface and in
between the fibres.

Exhibition showcase G14, on the ground floor of Museum of the National Library of Egypt, Cairo,
showing the impact of the blast on the 24th of January, 2014.

Image taken in 2005, showing both recto and verso, the red lines diagram previous repairs of glassine paper.

While damp, a soft brush was used to carefully align the fibres.

Floor plan, before and after the blast showing how showcase G14 toppled over and was affected by
water due to the accidental activation of the fire extinguisher sprinkler system.

After drying, the papyrus was further cleaned to extract any remaining glass particles.

The black aluminum frame of the document was trapped by the showcase, the black matting is still
visible, but not the piece, which was discovered hours later during the recovery process.

The papyrus was discovered on the floor completely saturated with water and covered with debris,
folded, distorted, and fragmented, with glass particles embedded within the fibres.

The condition of the document after float washing, fibre ralignment and cleaning.

Black and white image of the current condition superimposed over the 2005 photo, showing losses visible in color, now missing after the blast.

Before the blast the papyrus measured 290 mm wide by 420 mm high.

Previous images of the document aided placement and alignment of the fragments.

Current condition, recto and verso, showing treated areas. Due to the extensive damage, treatment is ongoing.

Detail of the debris and shattered glass particles on the surface of the document.

Bridging the fragments with pre-coated kozo tissue, developed by Leyla Lau-Lamb.

Persevering after a 1.000 years and a Blast!
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Decree of the Appointment of the ‘Abbasid Caliph
Unknown
Arabic
Baghdad, Jumada al-’Ula 295/February 908
Card number: 44/ Inventory number: 71
Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyah and Adolf Grohmann. Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian Library. Cairo: Egyptian Library Press, 1934. No. 33.
While the exact provenience is unknown, the text of this papyrus proclaims Amir ‘Abdullah Ibn Abu’l-Fadl Ja‘far al-Mu‘tadid, known as al-Muqtadir Billah, as
the caliph of the Abbasid Empire. After ascending the throne in Baghdad at the age of 14, he ruled until he was killed at the age of 38 in in 320/932. The text
opens with the basmala but also contains the pious phrase ‘There is no god except God; He is alone and without any partner’.

This work was carried out by Ahmed Youssef, with the support of colleagues Lamyaa Mustafa, Mahdi Abdallah, Noha Said, and Mayada Esmail from Dar al -Kutub al- Misriya Papyrus Conservation Team and Ana Beny, in collaboration with
colleagues Elena Chardakliyska, Jake Benson and Cliff Cheney from the Thesaurus Islamicus Foundation and Dar Al-Kutub al-Misriya Manuscript Project in 2014.

